
Watch Out For Them Skeeter Bushes Or
They'll Git Che
Skeeter bushes, also known as mosquito plants, are a common sight in many
gardens and outdoor spaces. These bushes attract mosquitoes, which can be a
nuisance to anyone looking to enjoy the outdoors. In this article, we will explore
the impact of skeeter bushes on our lives and how to deal with them effectively.

What Are Skeeter Bushes?

Skeeter bushes, scientifically known as Geranium robertianum, are plants that
have a strong scent that attracts mosquitoes. They are quite popular due to their
ability to effectively lure mosquitoes away from people and act as a natural
mosquito repellent. However, their presence can still be bothersome, especially if
they are growing near your outdoor sitting area.

The Impact of Skeeter Bushes

Skeeter bushes can have various impacts on our lives, both positive and
negative. On the positive side, they act as a natural deterrent for mosquitoes,
reducing the number of flying insects around us. This can be particularly
beneficial in areas with high mosquito populations and during mosquito season.
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However, the downside to skeeter bushes is that they can attract more
mosquitoes to your garden or outdoor space than there would normally be. While
this may seem counterintuitive, the scent emitted by these plants acts as an
irresistible invitation for mosquitoes. As a result, instead of repelling mosquitoes
from your immediate sitting area, skeeter bushes can draw them closer to you.

Skeeter bushes also tend to spread rapidly, which means they can quickly take
over an area if not properly managed. This can be problematic as it reduces the
space available for other plants and can negatively impact the overall biodiversity
of your garden.

Dealing with Skeeter Bushes

If you have skeeter bushes growing near your outdoor sitting area or garden and
want to minimize their impact, there are a few strategies you can employ:

1. Regular Pruning: By regularly pruning your skeeter bushes, you can
prevent them from spreading beyond their designated area. This will also
help keep them in check and reduce the number of mosquitoes they attract.

2. Planting Repellent Plants: Consider adding other mosquito-repellent plants
to your garden to serve as a natural barrier against mosquitoes. Some
examples include citronella, lavender, and marigold.

3. Maintaining Good Drainage: Mosquitoes breed in stagnant water, so
ensuring proper drainage in your garden can significantly reduce their
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population. Remove any sources of standing water, such as flower pots or
buckets that might collect rainwater.

4. Using Mosquito Control Products: If you are still struggling with a
mosquito problem despite your best efforts, you can resort to using mosquito
control products. There are various options available, including sprays, traps,
and insecticides.

Skeeter bushes, while beneficial in repelling mosquitoes, can be a double-edged
sword. They attract mosquitoes to your garden to some extent, which may
increase your exposure to these pesky insects. It is important to strike a balance
between enjoying the benefits of skeeter bushes and managing their potential
downsides.

By employing proper pruning techniques, planting additional mosquito-repellent
plants, maintaining good drainage, and considering mosquito control products,
you can effectively deal with skeeter bushes and keep mosquitoes at bay.

So, watch out for them skeeter bushes, or they'll git che! Take the necessary
steps to manage them and ensure you can enjoy your outdoor spaces without
being bothered by mosquitoes. Your peaceful and mosquito-free yard awaits!
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Teaching and swimming pools have a lot in common. Sometimes you ease into
the cold water and tinkle a toe before getting your head wet. Other times a burly
friend picks you up and hurls you into the deep end and it's sink or swim.

The author of Watch Out Fer Them Skeeter Bushes Or They Will Git Che began
his teaching career the second way and takes the reader through an amazing
array of adventures in his classrooms and offices. Almost four million minutes of
interactions with young people and staff during his long career yields plenty of
humorous, poignant, soul-searching, and ridiculous moments to enjoy.

Skeeter Bushes is an escapist and entertaining set of stories appealing to both
teacher and non-educator alike. Every recollection is based on a true set of
events, as head-scratching as some may appear.

And just what is a skeeter bush anyway? That question is eventually answered,
but not until the author completes his journey from flailing in the deep end to
safely climbing out of the pool. It is a trip worth taking.
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